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Abstract 

Attribute Reduction has a significant role in different branches 

of   artificial intelligence like machine learning, pattern 

recognition, data mining from databases etc. This paper deals 

with reduction of unimportant attribute(s) for classification 

and decision making, using Fuzzy-Rough set. A survey of 

Fuzzy-Rough set based methods for attribute reduction is 

presented here.  

Keywords: Attribute Reduction; Rough set; Fuzzy set;  

fuzzy-rough set. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In real world application, databases flourish with objects and 

extraneous attributes. Irrelevant attributes deteriorate 

performance of machine learning and pattern recognition.  

Irrelevant attributes may hamper data mining task by 

misguiding information and increasing time. Noisy and 

misleading attributes may be removed to improve machine 

learning classification. Fewer numbers of attributes can assist 

for data realizing by visualization also. It is also expensive to 

store unwanted data. Retaining same classification ability, 

redundant attribute may be removed.  

Attribute reduction is important application of Rough Set 

proposed by pawlak [1]. Rough set deal with equivalence 

relation, so it is applicable to limited discrete data only. We 

have to apply discretization for application on real life data 

which may induce information loss. To solve these problem 

researchers proposed many wing of Rough sets. This paper 

will focus on merging concept of rough and fuzzy set i.e, 

fuzzy-Rough Sets [2-9]. It can deal with fuzziness of objects. 

The organisation of the paper is as follows: Section II is 

devoted to Rough-Fuzzy concepts which are essential for this 

problem analysis. Section III is devoted to survey of existing 

works in the field with analysis of works.  

 

 

 

OVERVIEW OF FUZZY-ROUGH SETS 

To analyze inexact, uncertain and vague knowledge pawlak's 

rough set theory [1] is the most prominent tool. The rough sets 

theory provides a technique to deal with vague and imprecise 

data. Objects with the same information are indiscernible 

considering available information. Information system may be 

represented as four tuple (U,A,V,f)  where U  is a non empty 

finite set of objects, A is a non empty finite set of attributes,  
∀ a∈ A: Va   is the domain of attribute a,  V= ∪ Va is the 

domain of A, f  is a mapping  f: U×A→V, f(x, a) ∈ Va   is the 

value that x holds on a.  Any subset B of A determines a 

binary relation I(B) called indiscernibility relation defined as:  

I(B)={( x i, x j)∈ U×  U| ∀ a∈ B, a(xi)=a(xj)} (1) 

If
 

(x i, xj) ∈ I(B) , then  are indiscernible by 

attributes from B. The equivalence classes of indiscernibility   

relation B are denoted by    and computed as: 

[xi]B ={ x j ∈ U|( x i, x j)∈ I(B)}       (2) 

Let  X⊆U , B-lower and B-upper approximation of a set can 

be defined as: 

B X={ x i |[xi]B ⊆  X}      (3) 

     B X={ x i |[xi]B ∩ X ≠  ∅ }       (4)
  

Order pair  ( B X, B X)    is called rough set of   X.  If P and Q 

be equivalence relations over U, then positive region can be 

defined as: 

 POSP(Q)=∪ X∈ U/Q P X   (5) 

Positive region contain all objects that can be classified to 

classes of U/Q using the information of P.  If   P, Q ⊆ A,  , 
then Q depends on P in a degree k (0≤  k ≤  1), determined by   

k= γP(Q) = 
|U|

| (Q)POS| P            (6) 

k=1 signify, total dependency of Q on P.  0<k<1 signify, 
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partial dependency of Q on P.  k=0 signify, no dependency of 

Q on P. If an attribute is removed from conditional attributes 

then by using change in dependency degree, significance of 

the attribute can be obtained.  If an attribute , 
significance of the attribute a on Q is determined by              

σP(Q,a)= γP(Q) - γP-a(Q)          (7) 

     

 Reduction of attributes is a important application of Rough 

Set. If removing of some attributes does not affect 

classification of the dataset then these attributes are redundant. 

If attribute  a ∈ B and I(B)=I(B-{a})    then ‘a’ is dispensable, 

otherwise ‘a’ is indispensable. Minimal subset of attributes 

that maintain same partition as whole set of attributes is called 

Reduct. Set of all indispensable attributes of the Universe is 

called Core; also it may be defined as intersection of all 

reduct. In decision system, attributes set  ‘A’ consist of 

conditional attribute set ‘C’ and decision attribute set ‘D’ with 

no intersection. 

If  C’⊆ C   is a D-reduct of C then C' is minimal subset of C 

such that  γ(C,D)=γ (C',D).   

Minimum subset with γc' (D)=1  is the minimal reduct. By 

computing dependencies of all possible subset of C minimal 

reduct may be determined but not applicable for large data set.  

Rough sets can be used to reduce the number of attributes as a 

form of reduct, when data set have discrete attribute values. 

Rough sets cannot deal with real valued attribute data sets. 

Due to noise, same value may differ slightly but it will be 

treated as different value in rough set. This problem may be 

solved by discretization but information will be lost. 

The concept of fuzzy rough set was first proposed by Dubois 

and Prade [2]. Fuzzy rough set theory has been analyzed 

further [3-9] in terms of property and axioms. Fuzzy rough set 

is emerging tool frequently used in pattern recognition and 

machine learning. Significant application of fuzzy rough set is 

attribute reduction for crisp and real valued attribute data sets. 

Indiscernibility of Rough set and vagueness of fuzzy set has 

been merged in Fuzzy-Rough sets to deal with uncertainty 

more precisely.  

Crisp equivalence classes are key concept of rough set and 

fuzzy equivalence classes are key concept of fuzzy-rough set 

[2]. A fuzzy binary relation of a fuzzy set R on a non empty 

set U, is called fuzzy equivalence relation if it satisfies 

 1) Reflexivity: μR(x,x)=1 ∀x∈ U    

 2) Symmetry:        μR(x,y)=μR(y,x) ∀x,y∈  U 

3) Transitivity: 

μR (x,z) ≥  supy min{μR (x,y), μR (y,z)} ∀ x,y,z∈ U 

 

 

From fuzzy equivalence relation, fuzzy equivalence class 

RX ][  for objects close to x may be defined as: 

 y)x,()(][ RX y
R

  , y∈ U  (8) 

The fuzzy P-lower and P upper approximation are defined as: 

i x)}(x),(1max{inf)(
X

 XFiXP i
F     (9) 

    i x)}(x),(min{sup)(
X

 XFiXP i
F         (10) 

  where Fi   denotes a fuzzy equivalence class belonging to 

U/P. crisp upper and lower approximations are same as above 

definitions, as the memberships of individual objects to the 

approximations are not explicitly   available. So fuzzy lower 

and upper approximations are herein redefined [10] as: 

 

 y)}}(y),(1{max inf x),(min{sup)(
UyUF

XFF
P

XP X  


 

      (11)
 
 

 y)}}(y),({min sup x),(min{sup)(
UyUF

XFF
P

XP X 


 (12) 

The tuple 〈 P X, P X  〉 is called a fuzzy-rough set.  If all 

equivalence classes are crisp then these definition degenerate 

to traditional rough set. 

 

ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION MODELLING 

Jensen and Shen first proposed fuzzy-rough dependency 

function and fuzzy-rough quick reduct algorithm to compute 

reduct [10-12]. Using fuzzy positive region of a fuzzy set 

(where A= C∪D), membership of an object X∈  U may be 

defined as: 

 x)}({sup)(
UX

)( XC
D

DPOS X
C




    (13) 

 and dependency function may be defined as: 

         

 

)(
)(

)('  UX

)(
)(

U

X

U

X
Q

DPOS
DPOS

p

C
C







  (14) 

In crisp case, U/P contains set of objects grouped together that 

are indiscernible. In traditional rough set, if R(⊆  A) is a 

reduct of attribute set A then  γ(A)  and γ (R)  are identical and 

equal to 1 if data set is consistent. But in fuzzy-rough set it 

may not be as object may belongs to many fuzzy equivalence 

classes, so reduce total dependency. With this issue fuzzy-

rough quick reduct algorithm [10] has been proposed as given 

in Algo.1. 
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Algo1: fuzzy-rough quick reduct algorithm 

 

Input: Incomplete information System S, 
     S={ Aj,Vij : j=1,2,...,k; i=1,2,...,n where Vij may be 

missing} 
 k=number of Attributes, n=number of Objects 
 
Output: Complete Information System 
   S'={ Aj ,Vij :j=1,2,...,k; i=1,2,...,n where Vij  not  null} 

 
Step 1. R←{}; γ'best=0; γ'prev=0 ;  
 
Step 2.    do                         
 
Step 3.          T←R  
 
Step 4.    γ'prev = γ'best ;  
 
Step 5.      ∀ x∈ (C-R)        
 
Step 6.  If  γ'R∪X(D) > γ'T (D)   
 
Step 7.  T← R∪{x}  
 
Step 8.      γ'best= γ'T (D)     
 
Step 9.         R← T      
        
Step 10.    Until    γ'best== γ'prev ;      
 
Step 11.         Return R 
 

It starts off with an empty set and add those attributes, one at a 

time,  that result in the maximum increase in fuzzy-rough 

dependency function γ'.  Algorithm was tested and shown 

better performance with some real life data sets like web 

categorization. Maximum afford on attribute reduction using 

fuzzy rough set try to improve efficiency of dependency 

function or this algorithm.  

Fuzzy-rough quick reduct algorithm is not always convergent 

[13, 14]. As measure of fuzzy-rough degree of dependency is 

non monotonic, so search may terminates after reaching local 

optimum though global optimum may lie elsewhere in the 

search space. With increasing number of input variables, 

computational complexity of the algorithm increases 

exponentially. 

This algorithm may return a reduct with superfluous attribute 

due to the non optimality of the search heuristic [15]. 

Computational efficiency of this algorithm has been improved 

by concept of computational domain [14]. For large attribute 

sets complexity of calculating the Cartesian product of fuzzy 

equivalence classes becomes high. For some data set fuzzy 

lower approximation might not be a subset of the fuzzy upper 

approximation. It is meaningless as it indicates; there is more 

certainty in the upper than the lower.  

Same Fuzzy-rough quick reduct algorithm using alternative 

definitions of fuzzy-rough lower and upper approximations 

[16], has been proposed in [15]. Here monotonicity of fuzzy 

rough dependency function has been shown. Complexity of 

the algorithm remains same but explosive growth of the 

number of fuzzy equivalence classes is avoided. Only one 

fuzzy similarity relation is used to compute the fuzzy lower 

approximation for one subset.  

Most of the fuzzy-rough attribute reduction method use lower 

approximation ignoring upper approximation. But upper 

approximation contains information regarding the degree of 

uncertainty of objects. Similar quick reduct algorithm using 

Fuzzy-rough based uncertainty degree has been proposed 

[15]. Minimizing uncertainty degree fuzzy-rough reduct may 

be computed. Computation of fuzzy equivalence classes may 

be avoided but due to computation of fuzzy lower and upper 

approximations, fuzzy boundary region is more costly than 

that of the fuzzy lower approximation only.  Axiomatic 

approach and constructive   approaches are different way to 

develop knowledge   representation of fuzzy rough sets. Fuzzy 

approximation operators   and axiomatic study of fuzzy rough 

set are building block of axiomatic   approach. Fuzzy binary 

relation, fuzzy T-similarity relation and other fuzzy relations 

substitute the equivalence relation in constructive   approach. 

Attribute reduction based on Constructive approaches. Some 

theorems to describe the impacts of fuzzy approximation 

operator on attribute reduction are presented [17] and review 

of constructive approach has been presented.  A variable 

precision fuzzy-rough set was proposed [18, 19]. Here fuzzy 

membership of a sample to lower and upper approximations 

with fuzzy inclusion was computed. A new model was 

proposed [18, 19] to handle noise of misclassification using 

variable precision fuzzy-rough sets. Shannon's Information 

entropy has been extended [20, 21] to measure the 

dependency between conditional attributes and decisions in 

fuzzy rough sets. It proposed unsupervised and supervised 

reduction algorithms for hybrid data based on this measure. 

Proposed measure has been utilized to calculate the 

uncertainty in the fuzzy-rough approximation spaces and 

reduce hybrid data.  

Application of Granular computing in many research area 

attract researcher. Fuzzy information granulation and granular 

computing has a great significance in fuzzy set and rough set 

based approach [22, 23]. Fuzzy-rough set based approach 

appears to be an efficient tool for granular computing. Hybrid 

data reduction model has been proposed based on Fuzzy-

rough set model for granular computing [24].  

Noise in data cannot be tolerated in basic fuzzy-rough model. 

Variable precision fuzzy-rough model may take rational 

decision in the conditions of imprecision. So for efficient 

implementation of granular computing variable precision 
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fuzzy-rough model is more effective. Here positive region of 

the decision by fuzzy inclusion and variable precision fuzzy 

inclusion has been computed and four attribute significance 

measures are defined. Forward attribute reduction based on 

variable precision fuzzy-rough model (FAR-VPFRS) has been 

proposed.  

Most of the fuzzy-rough heuristic feature selection algorithms 

are computationally time-consuming. So an accelerator, called 

forward approximation, which combines sample reduction and 

dimensionality reduction together, has been proposed [25]. 

Heuristic process of fuzzy-rough feature selection may be 

speed up using this accelerator. An improved algorithm is 

proposed using the accelerator. It has been shown by 

experiments, that modified algorithms are much faster than 

their original counterparts. 

Classical fuzzy-rough model cannot describe sample 

classification well because it merely maintain dependency 

function maximum, so a new fuzzy rough set model was 

introduced in [26]. Fuzzy decision of a sample by using the 

concept of fuzzy neighbourhood has been defined. To 

characterize fuzzy information granules, a parameterized 

fuzzy relation is introduced and a new fuzzy dependency 

function is proposed. Then significance measure of a 

candidate attribute has been define and a greedy forward 

algorithm (Heuristic algorithm based on fitting fuzzy rough 

sets) for attribute reduction has been proposed. It is shown 

that algorithm is more feasible and effective for those data 

sets for which different categories exhibit a large degree of 

overlap.  

A fuzzy-rough based dimensionality reduction method is 

proposed [27] that simultaneously selects attributes and 

extracts features using the concept of feature significance. 

Insignificance features are discarded and significant features 

are used to select or extract a feature in next iteration. New 

attribute set may contain some original features and/or some 

extracted new features. Effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm with comparison of other methods is shown with 

real life data. 

Retrieval of proper reduct can not be possible by these 

algorithms due to their stopping criteria but an over reduct or 

sub reduct is also acceptable to save running time. But it may 

not be acceptable in many application areas like medical field 

as we may lose some information or unnecessary attribute 

may diverge. Discernibility matrix based approach is another 

important way for attribute reduction by which, proper reduct 

may be retrieved.  Discernibility matrix of Pawlak’s rough 

sets has been extended and fuzzy discernibility matrix has 

been proposed for attribute reduction using fuzzy rough sets 

[28, 29, 15] .  

Every element of fuzzy discernibility matrix is a fuzzy set 

with each attribute belongs to a certain degree. If attribute ‘a’ 
belongs to the fuzzy clause then measure of fuzzy 

discernibility measure is determined by [15]:       

     )),(()( jiNa
aij RC        (15) 

Where N denotes fuzzy negation and  ),( ji
aR   is the 

fuzzy similarity of object i and j. Every element of fuzzy 

indiscernible matrix is a set of attributes and their 

corresponding membership 

)}(,{ aXCaaC
ijCXij   (16) 

    and fuzzy discernibility function may be defined as 

 }1|{),...,( ***

1 UijCaaf
ijmD   (17) 

    where  }|{ **

ijXxij CaaC   and the function returns 

values in [0,1]. To find reducts from the fuzzy discernibility 

function we have to fetch the minimal assignment of the value 

1 to the variables such that formula is maximally satisfied.  

For decision system only different decision values are 

included in crisp discernibility matrix. For fuzzy rough set for 

decision feature q it may be     defined as  

 

}1|)),(({),...,( ***

1 UijjiqCaaf
qRNijmD    

      (18) 

It has been proved [15] that considering individual satisfaction 

of each clause for a given set of features may produce better 

result. Degree of satisfaction of a clause   for a subset of 

feature P is defined as  

SATP{Cij}=∪{ )(a
ijC }   (19) 

 Taking decision feature q it may be defined as 

   SATP,q{Cij}= SATP{Cij}← )(q
ijC   (20) 

Total satisfiability of all clauses for a subset P may be defined 

as 










jiuji
ijqC

jiuji
ijqp

CSAT

CSAT
PSAT

,,

,

,,

,

}{

}{

)(   (21) 

where C is the set of all conditional attributes. If this value 

reaches 1 for a subset P, then subset is a fuzzy rough reduct. 

The algorithm start with considering reduct candidate P as 

empty set and each conditional feature of discernibility 

function is measured according to heuristic used.  

Fuzzy discernibility matrix was constructed and a algorithm 

was developed to find proper reduct [28]. Due to compute and 

search every element in discernibility matrix, its 
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computational complexity is high. Only minimal elements in 

the discernibility matrix are necessary to find reducts. Based 

on this idea algorithms were developed to find reducts using 

minimal elements in discernible matrix [29] . First algorithm 

has been used to find all minimal elements in discernibility 

matrix. From set of minimal elements we get discernibility 

function by which all reduct may be found. But in most cases 

only one reduct is sufficient, for that another algorithm has 

been proposed for finding one reduct.  By experimental 

comparison it has been shown that proposed algorithm can 

improve efficiency by reducing computational complexity to 

find reduct.  

Discernibility matrix and Discernibility function are main 

concept of this method. To find proper reduct we have to 

consider every element in discernibility matrix with high 

computational complexity.  

Attribute reduction methods with fuzzy decision attributes 

have been proposed [30]. Inconsistent fuzzy decision system 

has been defined. Discernibility matrix is used to compute all 

reduct. Here two algorithms presented for reduct computation, 

one is to find all reduct which is time consuming and other is 

close approximation to minimal reduct which is fast. There is 

no previous work for retrieving all reduction for continuous 

decisions in fuzzy rough sets. To prove its effectiveness, 

several experiments are presented with comparison of other 

methods.  

Multi-modality attributes may be addressed by Multi-kernel 

learning by using different kernels to extract information 

coming from different attributes. But fuzziness in fuzzy 

classification cannot be covered. To handle fuzzy and 

uncertain attribute reduction the model of multi-kernel fuzzy 

rough sets was developed by integrating multi-kernel learning 

with fuzzy rough sets [31]. An attribute reduction algorithm 

has been proposed for large scale multi-modality fuzzy 

classification based on this model. Effectiveness has been 

proved by experimental results.  

For dynamic data, most of the algorithms for attribute 

reduction with fuzzy rough set have to re-compute a reduct 

with sample arriving where one sample or multiple samples 

arrive successively. To find a reduct from such datasets, fuzzy 

rough set based methods have been proposed [32]. At the 

arrival of one sample or multiple samples, the relative 

discernibility relation is updated for each attribute. Depending 

upon updated relation, algorithm for incremental attribute 

reduction (IARS) that updates reducts when a new sample 

arrives  and another algorithm for incremental attribute 

reduction (IARM) that updates reducts with multiple samples 

have been proposed. Experimental result shows its efficiency 

with short time. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

To select important attributes from a given real-valued 

dataset, attribute reduction using fuzzy rough set is most 

effective technique. There are different ways for attribute 

reduction using fuzzy rough set. But most of them can be 

categorized into two broad ways, dependency function based 

and discernible matrix based approach. By using dependency 

function based approach, we can get approximate reduct (may 

not be exact) in short time. By using discernible matrix based 

approach we may fetch exact reduct but time complexity is 

high. Also same method is not applicable for all type of data. 

So according to requirement and nature of data, we have to 

choose a method for attribute reduction. 
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